Eq. (1-3). We are specifically interested in the propagation mechanism, and thus in the 10 time the voltage needs to go from the vicinity of the resting potential to the peak 11 potential that marks the occurrence of the first spike. Consequently, the reset 12 mechanism Eq. (3) can be discarded. Until this first spike time, the gating variable u 13 can roughly be regarded as constant, cf. the phase space trajectory displayed in network, that is given by the GJ current Eq. (5). To circumvent this problem we simply 18 replace the membrane potential of a bursting neighboring neuron by the constant value 19 V b , an estimate of the temporal average of a neuron's voltage during the burst, which is 20 described in detail below. The voltage of the silent neighbors is replaced by the resting 21 potential. For the discussion of the propagation mechanism these replacements are fairly 22 reasonable, because the propagation process can be thought of as a certain number of 
25
Under these conditions, the dynamics Eq. (1) can generally be recast into the form
This equation can be solved by separating the variables and integrating. It is however 27 necessary to distinguish the two cases of V 1 and V 2 being real valued (corresponding to 28 the situation with a stable resting potential) or complex valued (unstable situation). We 29 will refer to real valued (V 1 , V 2 ) as (V r , V c ) with V r < V c . Real values are e.g. obtained
30
for the case of an isolated neuron, or equivalently G = 0, and are related to our original 31 parameters as follows
leading to (V r , V c ) = (−64 mV, −60 mV) for our parameter choice. In this case, the 33 integration of Eq. A yields
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Turning to the case of complex valued (V 1 , V 2 ), we will refer to them as
The explicit expression of V m and γ depend on the specific setup of the neighbors (see 38 below).
39

Approximation of the Mean Voltage During a Burst
40
To analytically understand the propagation of the burst from cell to cell, we 41 approximate the time-dependent driving voltage of the bursting cell by its time average, 42 V b , resulting in the GJ current:
This replacement is justified because during the period of interest (the time needed for 44 the driven cell to generate a spike), the bursting neuron generates at least a few spikes, 45 i.e. changes rapidly compared to the voltage of the driven neuron.
46
The mean voltage during the burst can be estimated by integrating the voltage over 47 one inter-spike interval T ISI , for simplicity considered for an isolated cell (G = 0) that is 48 started at V (t = 0) = V reset , u(t = 0) = u r ,
where T ISI = t(V peak ) − t(V reset ). Using Eq. C, we find
Using Eq. D and Eq. H in Eq. G, we can calculate the integral and further simplify the 51 resulting expression
For our standard parameters this givesV b ≈ −34 mV (T ISI ≈ 73 msec).
53
Propagation Speed in the Three-Neurons Approximation
54
Let us now turn to the situation, where an initially quiescent neuron is driven to a burst 55 due to the GJ current that results from one bursting neighbor in a one-dimensional 56 chain. To this end, we consider the three neurons i − 1 (bursting), i (to be excited), and 57 i + 1 (quiescent). Neuron i is brought from the resting potential V r to the peak 58 potential V peak in a period T ISI + T B that approximately consists of one inter-spike 59 interval T ISI (the time needed by neuron i − 1 to go from reset to peak potential for the 60 first time) and the BOTD T B that determines the speed of the wave via
During the period t ∈ [−T ISI , T B ] (light blue shaded area in Fig. A(b) ), we approximate V i+1 = V r , respectively, leading to
This equation can be recast into the form of Eq. A with complex V 1,2 = V m ± iγ in the 65 case of propagating bursts, where
For the calculation of T B we can then employ Eq. E, yielding
A comparison between calculated burst onset times according to Eq. O and T B obtained 68 from the simulation of a one-dimensional chain is shown in Fig. A(c reasonably well approximated by a planar shape, if far enough from its origin. As 76 displayed in Fig. 3(b) , the propagation mechanism can then be mimicked by a 77 one-dimensional situation with rescaled distance and coupling strength.
78
In order to see this, note that neurons of the same color in Fig. 3 (b) that are part of 79 a perfectly planar wave front share exactly the same state (V, u) . If the voltage of all 80 horizontal neighbors is identical, links between these neurons can be discarded, because 81 the GJ current is zero. We set the first spike time of the bursts of all red neurons as 82 time origin. Now, every single blue neuron feels an excitatory current from two bursting 83 neurons (connected via the links indicated in red/blue). The leak current of this one 84 blue neuron is affected by the two links connecting this neuron to two yellow neurons 85 (indicated by blue/yellow lines in Fig. 3(b) ), which are to a good approximation at rest 86 at this instant of time. Doubling the excitatory current and the additional leak current 87 via GJs can be expressed by doubling the GJ conductance parameter G in Eq. O. Last 88 but not least, the propagation of the wave within one burst onset time difference is not 89 in direction of the link, but we have to consider the reduced distance 3/4 · . Putting 90 everything together, we obtain Eq. 9.
91
Propagation Speed in the Continuum Limit via Numerical
92
Shooting
93
To discuss the BOTD in an alternative approach, we would like to calculate the velocity 94 of burst propagation using the one-dimensional version of our system in the continuum 95 limit. Following the literature (e.g. [S2] ), we construct a traveling front applying 96 singular perturbation theory and numerical shooting.
97
To this end, we discard the dynamics of the slower gating variable u, constraining it 98 to its resting value u r and use the recast expressions introduced above, cf. Eq. K. In the 99 continuum limit, the GJ coupling can be interpreted as a diffusion term, resulting in:
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For similar reaction-diffusion systems, the velocity of the traveling wave has often been 101 determined using the following ansatz:
The parameter s represents the velocity of the traveling wave, such that ξ is a 104 coordinate in a frame moving with velocity s. This second order ODE is transformed 105 into two first-order ODEs, here introducing W = dV dξ , such that
Obtaining the front solution (V, W ) T (ξ), and thereby s, requires the definition of 107 boundary conditions. The resulting boundary value problem can be solved by numerical 108 shooting. The idea of this method is to solve a boundary value problem by treating it as 109 an initial value problem (which can simply be evaluated by numerical integration) and 110 change the parameters of the system, until the boundary conditions are fulfilled.
111
The "left" boundary condition in our case is given by the resting state of the neuron 112 and therefore
This fixed point is a saddle and, for the numerical shooting method, the system is 114 initialized in its vicinity on the unstable manifold, cf. Sec. 6.2.1 in [S2] . Next, the 115 parameter s is iteratively changed, until the "right" boundary condition is reasonably 116 well recovered. We assume this right boundary condition to be
where ξ right denotes the value of ξ at the right boundary, which is not infinite because it 118 is reached after finite time. Note that this does not represent a fixed point as common 119 in other applications of numerical shooting. In the original discrete and discontinuous interesting to see this strikingly good agreement and could argue the applicability of 139 numerical shooting methods for studying discrete and discontinuous bursting neuron 140 models, such as ours.
141
Numerical Simulation Methods
142
The numerical simulations of our system were performed according to the following
143
Euler-Maruyama integration scheme: simulations for each set of parameters G, N , and D, where every single simulation was 148 run until a fixed number of spikes was generated (7500 · N ), such that a single 149 simulation returned roughly 200 inter-wave intervals; for cases with very low nucleation 150 rates (< 10 −6 ), fewer inter-wave intervals were simulated due to a hard-coded time limit. 151 All simulations were performed at discrete times with a step of ∆t = 0.1 msec. To test 152 the stability of the Euler-Maruyama integration scheme for our network model for 153 D > 0, we compared simulations for the nucleation rate, cf. Fig. 4 , with different 154 integration time steps at the set of parameters: G = 0.4, N = 100, D = 1/18. We found 155 that reducing the integration time step by a factor 10 had no significant impact on the 156 result of the nucleation rate.
157
In Fig. 4 , we find a finite size effect that vanishes for larger system sizes. The 158 boundary conditions introduce a measurable effect on the spontaneous nucleation rate 159 of retinal waves for smaller system sizes. This effect is due to correlations of distant 160 neighbors in the system. To gain a better understanding of the magnitude of correlation 161 on voltage fluctuations, we simulated a one-dimensional chain of neurons. Because we 162 are interested in the sub-threshold voltage fluctuations we simplified the neuron model 163 to a version that does not generate spikes, i.e. with a linearized deterministic part of the 164 dynamics (GJ and noise current unchanged) at the stable fixed point:
Simulation results for the Pearson correlation coefficient of the membrane potential as 166 function of distance for a ring of 15 coupled neurons are illustrated in Fig. B(a) . With 167 increasing coupling strength, there is a non-zero correlation between the voltages, even 168 for neurons as far as 4 space units apart. This leads to a measurable increase of the 169 overall membrane fluctuations of a ring with chain length up to 5 neurons for G = 0.5, 170 cf. Fig. B(b) . For larger chain lengths, the periodicity has no effect on the voltage 
